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Noon - 1:30 PM

"Yes, That Really Happened" Treatment
Description (A character's first appearance is in BOLD)

7:00 - 7:30 AM

8:00 - 8:30 AM

Characters

Annie - Monica's cousin and the girl Monica wants to set up with Chris.

Chris Jenkins (Lead Male) -  a 25 year old male college student.

Jose - 22 year old male college stiudent, Chris' houseguest from hell.

Bill - 22 year old male college student and Chris' actual roommate.

Monica - 22 year Bill's Girlfriend

DOCTOR UNLU - a 35 year old professor who is originally from Turkey. Chris's differential equations teacher.

Patricia Simms - 22 year old female classmate of Chris.

Jose reluctantly admits that he got drunk the previous night and pissed on the couch.INT. Chris' Living Room

Jose explains to Chris that, while he was sleeping he had a dream about being on a talk 

show, where he pissed on one of the people doing a dumb skit.  Chris tells Jpse to clean 

the cushions with the piss and to throw away the multitude of beer bottles cluttering their 

balcony.

Act I

CHRIS, a 25 year old male engineering student, wakes to find his "houseguest from hell" 

and friend JOSE, a 22 year old male college student, laying on the couch and staring at a 

blank TV screen.

Chris sits and studies with fellow engineering students. Chris is teased for working at a 

lesbian bar, parttime.

4

Chris teases back, in a friendly back and forth, before the group returns to studying.  As 

Chris studies, he is amazed by the ignorance of one of his fellow engineering classmates.

Bill, a 22 year old male college student and Chris' roomate asks if Chris is going out later 

that night.  Chris sasy 'no' because he has to work tonight.

INT. University Center

Chris, waves at Bill's girlfriend MONICA, a pretty 22 year college student.
9

DOCTOR UNLU - a 35 year old professor who is originally from Turkey enters the 

classroom, but instead of teaching differential equations, he talks about his ex-wife and 

their daughter who his ex-wife kidnapped.

INT. Classroom One
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Characters

EXT. Chris' Aprtament 

Balcony

INT. Classroom One
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15 INT. Empty Nightclub
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Act I (Continued)

Noon - 1:30 PM

Jose sits on the balcony, smoking a cigarette when he accidentally knocks over one of the 

bottles Chris asked him to throw away. The bottle almost rolls off the balcony, but Jose 

stops it in time.  Instead, Jose catches the downstaris neighbor's awning on fire by flicking 

his lit cigarette over the railing.
12

Chris finds out that the club he works in is possibly closing for good, so he has the night off.  

He also finds out that the owner is giving away all the open bottles of alcohol that Chris 

can haul away.

Jose is leaving , as Bill and Monica enter. Monica talks to Bill about setting Chris up with 

her cousin.

1:30 - 1:45 PM

INT. Chris' Living Room

Unlu finishes telling the classroom about his miserable life, just as the class ends.

EXT. Classroom One
Patricia and Chris plan to meet at Unlu's office to get their grades fro a previous test.  Chris 

shares a funny/sad story about Unlu.

Monica informs Chris of her cousin Annie coming to hang out and Chris tells Monica that 

he can go out with them afterall, because he just lost his job.

INT. Chris' Living Room Jose is watching TV when Chris calls to have him drive over to the club to get some of the 

alcohol that Chris' boss is giving away for free.

19
INT.  Chris' Living Room

Doctor Unlu gets a call from te Dean of Engineering and informed that some of his 

students have complained about his behavior during class.
INT. Doctor Unlu's 

Office

Doctor Unlu sees an opportunity in Chris.

2:30 - 3:00 PM

3:00 - 3:30 PM
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EXT. Chris' Building 

Elevator
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INT. Bill's Car

43 INT. Jose's Car

44 EXT. Baker's House
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ACT II

Everyone arrives, including Joe (Bill's former roommate who is a nice guy until he gets 

drunk), Anita and Katie (who Joe hits on), Annie, Monica, Bill, Jose and Chris.6:00 - 6:30 PM

INT. Chris' Living Room

Joe, Bill's former roommate and mean drunk arrives to Monica's dismay.

They all go to the Bakers house, where they meet and pick up DAVID, a former classmate 

Bill, Monica, Annie and Chris ride together. Monica is complaining about Joe. Bill suggests 

ditching him at the bakers.
6:45 - 7:00 PM

INT. Baker's House
7:00 - 7:30 PM

42

Chris what they've discovered behind a secret wall in the house they're renting.  This 

secret ultimately ends the party at the Bakers.

The house is full of smoke, as one of the bakers show 

INT. Doctor Unlu's 

Office

Patricia gets her test result. Jose finds out that he forgot to turn in the worksheet with his 

test, so Unlu fails him, unless Chris lets him hang out with him and his friends. Chris agrees.
4:00 - 4:30 PM

INT. Chris' Balcony

The awning that Jose set on fire has been removed. Jose kicks over a beer bottle which 

smashes the glass patio table top of TIM, the downstairs neighbors, while Tim and his wife 

are having friends over for dinner.  

4:30 - 5:00 PM

INT. Chris's Living 

Room

While Jose is trying to leave before Tim can discover him at home, the neighbor mistakenly 

thinks Jose has just arrived home. 

Jose and Tim talk and end up smoking a joint to calm the neighbors nerves.

33

5:00 - 5:15 PM
Chris enters. He is frazzled from his exchange with Unlu, but refuses the joint offered by 

Tim.

Somehow Joe has turned the subject to sex. Anita and Katie tell him that thy're virgins and 

Joe says how much he respects that.
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ACT II (Continued)

Midnight - 1:00 AM

The remainder of the group gets something to eat and run into LORI, a fat 22 year old who 

has a crush on Jose. Lori tells the group about a small party that flash is having.

INT. Sports Bar & 

Restautrant
11:00 - 11:40 PM

INT. Flash's Place

Bill, Monica, Chris, Jose and Annie show up to the oddly decorated, but mostly empty 

apartment.  Lori tells them about a Frat party at an off campus house that the frat is 

renting.  Chris pukes all over Flash's bathroom. Bill, who is drunk, throws tiles from the 

outside balcony.  Lori says she will meet them at this frat party she's told them about.

Chris texts Unlu to tell him to meet him at the Hungry Sailor.

David is now in Jose's car and sits between Katie and Anita. Joe is jealous and starts to 

drink heavily.

8:00 - 8:15 PM

8:45 - 10:00 PM INT. Hungry Sailor

Unlu meets up with Chris and starts harrasing the women in Chris' group until Annie calls 

an older figure model friend of hers named RACHEL.  Unlu stays at the Hungry Sailor with 

Rachel. David stays as well, to see if Unlu blows it with Rachel. Anita storms out, pissed off 

at David. Everyone else follows Anita out.

59

INT. Jose's Car
Joe gets drunk. Katie and Anita get dropped off.  They also drop off Joe, who has passed 

out.
10:15 - 10:40 PM
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74 EXT. Frat House
75
76
77

78 EXT. Frat House

ACT II (Continued)

Bill, Chris, Monica, Jose and Annie leave Flash's and go to a Frat party that Lori knows 

about.
INT. Frat House1:30 - 1:50 AM
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79 2:30 - 3:00 AM
80
81
82
83

84
EXT. The Club called 

the Institute

85
86
87
88

ACT III

The group is chilling out, when Bill disappears into one of the rooms with Monica and Jose 

goes to the bathroom. Bill calls 911 to report that his underaged daughter was at a frat 

house on bird road, where he thinks she got drunk.

INT. Andy's Apartment

4:00 - THE END
INT. The Club called 

the Institute
Chris and Annie dance and get close.

Chris and Annie go to the Instutute by themselves.


